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ABSTRACT To solve the lack of consideration of the learning time sequence and knowledge
dependencies in group-based recommendation, we proposed a novel group-oriented recommendation
algorithm based on learning generative networks, which are characterized by mapping the user’s learning
log to a personal learning generative network (PLGN) based on a knowledge map. In this paper, we first
provide calculation methods of similarity and temporal correlation between knowledge points, where we
provide the construction method of the PLGN. Second, we propose a method for measuring the similarities
between any two PLGNs. According to the similarities, we perform the CURE clustering algorithm to
obtain learning groups. Third, based on the group clustering, we generate the group learning generative
network (GLGN) using a graph overlay method. We calculate the importance of the vertices on the
different learning needs and propose a group-oriented recommendation algorithm. Finally, we compare the
effect of the proposed recommendation to that of a group-based collaborative filtering recommendation for
the aspects of precision rate, recall rate, normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) and average
accuracy of parameters (MAP). The experimental results show that the group-oriented learning
recommendation based on the learning generated network outperforms the group recommendation-based
collaborative filtering when the amount of data is large enough.
INDEX TERMS Graph similarity, Group recommendation, Knowledge map, Learning generative network

I. INTRODUCTION

Most recommendation systems focus on recommendations
for a single user. However, in many applications, it is
necessary to make recommendations for groups. In recent
years, the group recommendation system has gradually
become one of the hot topics in the field of recommendation
systems. It is the main task of group recommendation to
integrate group members’ preferences[1,2,3]. In particular,
the users’ interest preferences will change during the learning
process. It is necessary to update the corresponding
recommendations in time. However, unlike movies, books,
and music recommendations, learning resources contain rich
semantic and cognitive relationships. Therefore, the
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recommended resource sequence directly affects the user’s
cognitive learning. Although the most widely used
collaborative filtering algorithm can work on learning
resource recommendations, it mainly uses score information
but ignores the temporal and relational information of the
recommended items, which can be of equal importance[4]. In
recent years, research on recommender systems has shown
that knowledge maps are beneficial for hybrid recommender
systems, which concerning the semantic relationships of the
resources. Therefore, how to use the time sequence
information and resource semantic relationships effectively
and how to improve the accuracy of the group-oriented
recommendation algorithm are the core issues of this paper.

1

In this paper, we propose a group-oriented
recommendation algorithm based on a novel learning
generative network that is characterized by mapping the
users’ learning logs to a personal learning generative network
(PLGN), which provides the retention of learning time
sequences and knowledge dependencies based on a
knowledge map. Then, we construct the group learning
generative network (GLGN) based on group clustering,
which will duly capture group learners’ interests, to provide
flexible and accurate recommendations for the group.

From Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, it can be seen that the learning
generative networks of the same user on different time slices
are different in structure. On the same time slice, the learning
generative networks of different users are also not the same
at all, but it is obvious that some personal learning generative
network structures are similar. This paper mainly examines
how to make group learning subgraph recommendations
based on an analysis of the group learning characteristics and
group learning requirements with a reasonable time slice.
B. INNOVATION

A. PROBLEM PRESENTATION

The basic idea of the learning generative network is to
transform learning logs into a graph model, in which the
vertices are learning resources and the edges are learning
relationships between resources. By analyzing the time slice
of the learning logs on a Java course, we extract the user
vertices and the resource sequences and then construct the
corresponding learning generative network (see the fourth
chapter of the specific construction method). In this paper,
the learning resources represent the knowledge points. Fig. 1
shows the different PLGNs of the same user on different time
slices. Fig. 2 shows different PLGNs of different users at the
same time slice. Among these figures, the redder vertices
represent earlier learning times.

(a) PLGN of
1 week

(b) PLGN of
2 weeks

(c) PLGN of
4 weeks

FIGURE 1. An example of constructing the personal learning
generative network (PLGN) in different time slices

(a) PLGN of User1

(b) PLGN of User2

(c) PLGN of User3

(d) PLGN of User4

FIGURE 2. An example of constructing the personal learning
generative network (PLGN) of different users in the same time slice
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The innovation of this study mainly includes the following:
The main idea of the PLGN is to map the temporal
learning logs into a computable network model that takes full
account of the learning time sequences and diverse users’
behavior. First, learning logs are divided by different data
quantities to generate the PLGNs. This approach will reflect
the users’ dynamic learning processes. Second, different
from the existing personal learning networks [5][6][7], which
contain only user vertices and edges based on social
relationships, the vertices in PLGNs represent the knowledge
points. By extracting the users’ learning behavior related to
the knowledge points, the edge weights between the
knowledge points and the sequence relationships of the edges
are calculated, in such a way as to embody the diverse
learning processes of different users in the PLGNs.
A similarity calculation method based on PLGN content
and structure is proposed by means of graph kernel theory[8],
which allows user similarities to be calculated. The users are
divided into learning groups by using the CURE clustering
method. Most of the existing grouping methods rely on the
users’ explicit or implicit scores on the learning resources,
but they seldom consider the users’ temporal resource access
preferences during the learning process. In this paper, a
clustering method based on graph similarities of different
time slices is proposed to solve this problem.
The group learning generative network is constructed to
represent the common learning characteristics of the user
group. A multi-constraint model for vertex importance is
used for pertinent subgraph recommendations. The key point
is to obtain the common preferences of the group members,
to alleviate the preference conflicts among group members,
and, finally, to make the recommendation results satisfactory
for as many group members as possible. Based on the graph
fusion, this study mines the learning characteristics and
learning requirements of most users in the group, gives the
importance of nodes in the GLGN on different learning needs,
and builds a multi-constraint model for vertex importance.
This paper uses the GLGN to recommend learning subgraphs,
which breaks through the monotony of the linear ordering
approach that appears in traditional recommendation systems.
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In summary, this paper focuses on the construction and
similarity computation method based on time-sliced learning
generative networks and proposes a group-oriented
recommendation algorithm based on a graph similarity
calculation. In the second chapter, we introduce the related
research on group division and group recommendations. In
the third chapter, we give the basic definitions of the userknowledge-point heterogeneous network (UKN) and two
types of learning generative networks (LGN). The fourth
chapter proposes the generation method of PLGN and gives
the similarity calculation method between PLGNs while
considering both the PLGNs’ contents and structures. Then,
the users are divided into groups according to the PLGN
similarities. In the fifth chapter, based on the results of the
group division, the construction method of GLGN and the
group-oriented learning subgraph recommendation algorithm
based on the GLGN are given. Then, the experiment data,
experimental design and evaluating indicator are introduced,
and the experimental results are analyzed. The sixth chapter
is the summary and prospects.
II.

RELATED WORK

Group recommendation methods are usually divided into
two categories: fusion based on individual recommendation
models and fusion based on individual recommendation
result[9,10,11]. The former method is to aggregate the user
preferences into a group preference and then recommend a
preference service to the group users. The more similar the
user preferences are in the group, the better the group
recommendations. The latter method obtains each user’s
personalized recommendation list and fuses all of the lists
into the same list as the group recommendation result [12].
The following is summarized from the existing group
division and group recommendation research.
A. GROUP DIVISION

A group division method is the most important component
for group recommendations[13]. Wang[9] proposed a hidden
factor graph model, which used a variety of implicit and
explicit social recognition and text information on the user
groups and trained a user group recognition model. Chen[14]
made a quantitative analysis of user characteristics based on
their interests, course information, knowledge level, and so
on and then used genetic algorithms to generate the learning
groups. L Boratto[15] evaluated group modeling strategies in
a group recommendation scenario in which the groups were
detected by clustering the users. Once the users were
clustered, strategies were tested to find the strategy that
obtained the best accuracy. Jin Tao[16] proposed to use
locality sensitive hashing technology (LSH) to achieve
groups rapidly. Tan[17] presented the typical user group
(TUG) concept, which compares the contribution of new
typical users to typical user groups and expands the scale of
the typical user groups one by one, to ultimately achieve
higher recommendation coverage and accuracy. Zhang C[18]
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proposed a clustering algorithm for user group
recommendations that uses the singular value decomposition
algorithm to extract the characteristics of the main users and
simplifies the calculation by reducing the dimension of the
user feature vectors. Young-Duk Seo[19] proposed an
upward leveling (UL) aggregation method that considers
deviations for group recommendations. J Castro[20]
proposed to keep all group member preferences by using
hesitant fuzzy sets (HFSs) and retaining information such as
the group hesitation about their preferences, which will be
used in the group recommendation process.
It can be found from the above literature that user feature
selection is of great importance in the group divisions, and it
is usually required to combine the users’ static and dynamic
characteristics before establishing the best group model. In
the field of e-learning, a learning group usually refers to users
with similar learning interests, including the users’ accesses
to the same learning resources. Users’ explicit scores on
learning resources and the implicit attributes of access to
resources, such as learning time and learning frequency, are
often used together to calculate the similarities between users.
However, most of the existing methods lack consideration of
the users’ cognitive processes. For example, two users who
have learned the same two knowledge points but at different
times can be considered dissimilar according to the forgetting
curve proposed by H. Ebbinghaus. Thus, it is not sufficient to
divide the group by only judging whether the users have
access to the resources.
B. GROUP RECOMMENDATION

Group recommendation refers to the recommendation of
information or projects that could meet the needs or interests
of the group users. Roy[21] examined the problem of
enabling the flexibility of updating one's preferences in group
recommendations. According to the preference vector, state
dynamic adjustment is made to recommend a suitable
resource set for the group users. Zapata[22] used a
collaborative search method to select, evaluate and
recommend learning objects and recommended a series of
learning objects to the learning group. Yuan[5] proposed a
probabilistic model called COM (COnsensus Model) to
model the generative process of group activities and make
group recommendations. Wang Haiyan[12] proposed a latent
group recommendation (LGR) based on a dynamic
probabilistic matrix factorization model integrated with a
convolutional neural network (DPMFM-CNN). He M[23]
considered the interactions among group members and
reconstructed the dynamic decision-making process within a
group based on the inspiration of Pareto Improvement.
Sacharidis[24] proposed two group recommendation models
and attempted to solve the discrepancy between individual
and group behavior evaluations. Villavicencio[25] presented
a multi-agent approach for group recommendation called
PUMAS-GR. This approach leverages on negotiation
techniques to integrate the recommendations obtained for
3

each group member into a list for the group. Bok K[26]
proposed a group recommendation scheme using users'
profiles and collaborative filtering over a social network.
Their approach uses the profiles from other users in the
collaborative filtering group to recommend the user groups.
Ke Ji [27] proposed a topic-based probabilistic model called
GIST to infer group activities and make group
recommendations. This approach jointly considers individual
members’ choices and subgroups’ choices for group
recommendations. Liu[28] investigated the group
recommendation problem from a novel approach, which is to
attempt to maximize the satisfaction of each group member
while minimizing the unfairness between them. Wang
Jing[29] proposed a group recommendation based on user
topical influence analysis. Four user-factors are introduced to
calculate the user social influence on the topical sub-groups.
Wei Wang[30] presented a hierarchy visualization method
for the group recommender (HVGR) systems to provide a
visual presentation and intuitive explanation. L Boratto[13]
analyzed the influence of predicting the ratings to accurately
rate a group recommender system and used it to avoid data
sparsity.
In summary, the research of the existing group
recommendation mainly focused on group preference
acquisition, group recommendation visualization, group
recommendation utility evaluation, and so on. However,
these recommendation results show that few studies have
considered the sequences and dependencies of the
recommended resources. For e-learning, the sequences and
dependencies of the recommendation resources will directly
affect the user learning. In recent years, research on
recommender systems has shown that a knowledge map is
beneficial for hybrid recommender systems to build learning
dependencies. In this paper, the proposed group-oriented
recommendation algorithm based on a learning generating
network is characterized by providing a recommendation
subgraph that is based on a knowledge map, which is more
conducive to the construction of users’ cognitive processes.
III. CORRELATION DEFINITION
A. User-knowledge-point Heterogeneous Network (UKN)

The user-knowledge-point heterogeneous network is a
network topology map that is generated from user learning
logs, user information, knowledge point information and
knowledge maps. The vertices are composed of users and
knowledge points, while the edges are composed of the
relationships between the users, the relationships between the
knowledge points and the learning relationships between the
users and knowledge points. Its formal representation is
shown in (1):
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where UKN is the user-knowledge-point association network
from time T1 to time T2 . Network vertices are composed of a
user set Vu and knowledge point set V p . Network edges are
composed of the user relationships Eu , knowledge point
relationships E p and user learning knowledge point
relationships Eup . The user-knowledge-point association
network indicates the correlations between the users and
knowledge points. The user-knowledge-point related network
ignores the differences between types for the three types of
relationships between the users and knowledge points, and it
unifies them as edge weights instead.
B. LEARNING GENERATIVE NETWORK (LGN)

The Learning Generative Network is a network topology
graph that is dynamically generated based on the knowledge
point relationship of the user learning logs and user
similarities. The learning generative network is a directed
graph that is composed of learning resources viewed by all
users in the learning logs as vertices and learning
dependencies between resources as edges. Learning
generative networks can be divided into personal learning
generative networks (PLGN) and group learning generative
networks (GLGN). Its formal representation is shown in (2):
 PLGNu x  G (Vu x , Eu x , T1, T2 )

GLGN ga  G (Vga , E ga , T1, T2 )

Vu x  V ,Vga  V
E  V  V , E  V  V
ga
 ux

(2)

where PLGNux refers to the learning generative network of
user ux from time T1 to time T2 . Vu x refers to the resource
set that user ux ever viewed from time T1 to time T2 . Each
resource represents a vertex in the learning generative
network and has a timestamp. Eux is the set of relationships
between the resources that user ux learned from time T1 to
time T2 . The group learning generative network GLGNga
has a similar structure to the PLGNux where g a refers to a
group of users.
C. Knowledge Map (KM)

The knowledge map of a course is composed of all
knowledge points and learning orders between the
knowledge points. The formal representation of the
knowledge maps is shown in Eq. (3):
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where the vertex set Vkg equals the knowledge point set V .
The edge set Ekg is composed of the learning dependencies
between the knowledge points, which given by the experts in
the related field.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PLGN AND ITS
CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS

The group-oriented learning subgraph recommendation
algorithm based on GLGN includes three steps: the
construction of the PLGN, the grouping of the PLGN, the
construction of the GLGN and the group recommendation.
The overall process is shown in Fig. 3.
User logs

Calculate temporal
correlation
between KPs

PLGN1

PLGN
Group1

PLGN2
Knowledge
Map

Generate
UKN

PLGN3

Caculate
PLGN
Similarities

PLGN
Group2

GLGN

……

……
User info

Data
preparation

Calculate
similarities
between KPs

Construction
of PLGN

PLGNn

PLGN
Groupm

Group division of
PLGN

Recommend
On GLGN

Gruop
Recommendation

FIGURE 3. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

The construction of the PLGN requires the user
information, knowledge point information and user logs.
Within a time slice (T1, T2 ) a user’s knowledge-point learning
sequence, such as ' S1-S2 -S3 -S4 -S5 ' , is extracted from his/her
user log to build the learning generative network. In this
study, a learning generative network’s generative algorithm
is based on the knowledge points’ similarities, and their
sequence relationships are used to transform the learning
sequences of the knowledge points that were extracted from
the user logs into PLGNs. To determine the number of new
vertices and edges that must be generated, the ‘matching
degree’ matki is proposed to quantify the matching degree of
the (i  1)th vertex and the existing k th vertex. The matching
degree depends on the similarity of the knowledge points and
the temporal correlation of the knowledge points that the user
learned. To divide the PLGNs into groups, a graph similarity
measurement method based on the content and structure is
proposed.
A. SIMILARITY OF KNOWLEDGE POINTS

To calculate the similarities between the knowledge points,
this study first constructs the relationships between the users
based on whether they are in the same profession, in the
same batch, or have the same level of education, and it
constructs the relationships between the knowledge points
based on whether they have a sequential relationship and
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whether they belong to the same chapter. It constructs the
user-knowledge-point relationships based on the cumulative
learning length and number of times. Then, the three types of
relationships are quantified and normalized into edge weights
to form the user-knowledge-point heterogeneous network.
Finally, a random walk method proposed by Fouss et al.[31]
is used to calculate the similarities disij between any two
knowledge points i and j in the heterogeneous network.
B. TEMPORAL CORRELATION OF KNOWLEDGE
POINTS

The temporal correlation of knowledge points indicates the
learning sequential correlation and the learning time
correlation between any two knowledge points that the user
learns. It is necessary to give a certain temporal threshold
when calculating the temporal correlations of the knowledge
points. Researchers at the University of Missouri-Columbia
found that the brain can remember up to 3-4 things in a short
period of time[32]. At the same time, according to the
forgetting curve proposed by Ebbinghaus, the learning
dependence of a certain vertex in a PLGN only generates
from the vertex he/she learned in a week, which is in line
with people’s cognitive laws. Therefore, this study calculates
only the temporal correlations between one vertex and at
most the previous 4 vertices that a user learned in a week. In
other words, this paper takes the sequential threshold
  4 and the time threshold   7  24h .
When there are already i vertices in the PLGN, the newly
added vertex is the (i  1)th . The formalization of the
temporal correlation is expressed as
time

2  tpliseq
1, k  tpli 1, k
tpli 1, k 
time

tpliseq
1, k  tpli 1, k

i 1 k
 seq
tpli 1, k 


 time Ti 1  Tk
tpli 1, k 




(4)

where  and  are normalized coefficients. The temporal
correlation tpli 1, k between the (i  1)th vertex and the k th
vertex is determined by the harmonic mean of the order
time
correlation tpliseq
1, k and the time correlation tpli 1, k . Ti 1  Tk
represents the time distance between user the learning
knowledge point i  1 and the knowledge point k .
C. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PLGN

As the similarities between knowledge points and the
temporal correlation of user learning knowledge points are
obtained, the matching degree between two knowledge
points from the user’s learning sequence can be calculated to
generate the learning dependencies and build the PLGN. The
formula of the matching degree between the (i  1)th
knowledge point and the k th knowledge point is
mati 1, k    disi 1,k    tpli 1,k

(5)
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where  and  are the weight coefficients. In this study,
    0.5 .
Using the matching degree, mati 1,k allows us to
synthetically consider the similarities between the knowledge
points and the temporal correlations of the user learning
knowledge points. The smaller the value of mati 1,k is, the
more reasonable the addition of the edges (k , i  1) appears to
be. Thus, it is required to calculate and sort all of the
mati 1, k values to determine which edge or edges should be
added to the PLGN when the (i  1) vertex is added to it.
Table 1 shows the algorithm for generating the PLGN.

Input：

TABLE I
THE ALGORITHM FOR GENERATING THE PLGN
user logs Log ；
id of u x ；
Time interval (T1, T2 ) ；

Temporal threshold t ；
Output： Personal learning generative network.
1.

Form the learning sequence List (id , Log , T1, T2 )  si  of user ux

pairs of vertices in two PLGNs and to take the average to
obtain the content similarity value between the two PLGNs.
The normalized value PLGNCntDisux ,u y is represented as the
following formula:
1
i  N ,i  j
jN

 j 0 ppDisui,xj,u y
 PLGNCntDisu x ,u y  N ( N  1)  i  0


 ( sci , j )2

u x ,u y

, if tcui , j  0 and tcui , j  0

 i, j
i, j
x
y
tc

tc
(6)

uy
 ux

i
,
j
 ppDis
=
u x ,u y  0.5

, if tcui , j  0 and tcui , j  0

x
y





 0
, otherwise


where N is the total number of knowledge points of the
course to which the PLGN belongs, and i and j represent the
index of the knowledge points in the course. Here,
ppDisui, j,u is the similarity between the knowledge points
x

from user logs Log within time interval (T1, T2 ) accord to id;

i and j of PLGNux and PLGNu y . Additionally, tcui , j means the

2.

Add the first knowledge point to the PLGNu ;

3.
4.

Starting from the second knowledge point, do the following：
For the certain knowledge point si , find its learning

number of paths that exist between knowledge
points i and j of PLGNux and PLGNu y ,and scui , j,u means the

5.

x

x

dependence

set

Candidate(si )

according

to

the

temporal threshold t ;
For each sk  Candidate(si ) , calculate the matching
degree mati , k ;

6.

Find mati, m  min(mati , k ) , add the learning dependence
from sm to si ;

7.

For each s j  Candidate( si ) that satisfies

x

The structural similarities of the PLGNs are reflected in
the vertex number, edge number, average vertex degree,
average vertex strength, round number and average round
size of the PLGNs. The value PLGNCntDisux ,u y can be
calculated by the weighted sum of the normalized differences
of the six indexes as the following formula:
6
ki
ki
 PLGNStrDis
u x ,u y   i 1 dis u ,u  imp

x y
 k
 norm(valueuki  valueuki )
dis i
x
y
 u x ,u y

value
norm(value) 

Max( value )

ki  ver , edg ,deg, str , rnd , rSize


from s j to si

D. GROUP DIVISION BASED ON THE SIMILARITIES OF
THE PLGNS

The group division of the PLGN is achieved by measuring
the similarities of the PLGNs. The composition of the graph
similarity indicators used in this study is as follows:
Content similarity

Vertex number

Edge number



Average vertex degree
Similarity of PLGNs 
Structural similarity Average vertex strength


Round number



Average round size


The content similarity of PLGNux and PLGNu y can be
calculated using the graph kernel theory[8]. The principle is
to calculate the proportion of the same paths between any

y

number of paths that exist in both PLGNux and PLGNu y .

mati , j  80%  mati , m , add the learning dependence

6

y

where

dis ki

u x ,u y

is

the

similarity

(7)

value

between PLGNux and PLGNu y on attribute ki . Here
imp ki means the weight of attribute ki and ki means one of the

six aspects that measure the similarity. dis uver,u is the vertex
x

y

number distance that is calculated by normalizing the
difference
between
the
vertex
numbers
of
PLGNux and PLGNu y . Similarly, disedg is the edge number
u x ,u y

distance, dis

dge
u x ,u y

is the average vertex degree distance,
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dis ustr,u is the average vertex strength distance, dis urnd,u is the
x

x

y

y

round number distance, and dis urSize
is the average round size
,u
x

y

distance. Additionally, norm(value) is the normalizing
function. In this study, impver  impedg  0.1 ,
impdeg  impstr  imprnd  imprSize  0.2 .

Finally, a weighted method is used to derive the overall
similarities PLGNDisux ,u y between PLGNux and PLGNu y .
PLGNDisux ,u y    PLGNCntDisux ,u y    PLGNStrDisux ,u y (8)

where  and  are the weights. In this study,   0.7
and   0.3 .
After completing the PLGN similarity calculation, this
study uses the Cure hierarchical clustering algorithm to
divide the PLGNs into groups.
V. GROUP-ORIENTED RECOMMENDATION BASED ON
THE GLGN

The group recommendation system fuses the preference of
each group member to obtain the group preference and
generates the group recommendation according to the group
preference. In this study, a group learning generative network
(GLGN) that embodies the learning trajectory of group
network learning behaviors is generated based on group
division, to realize resource recommendations for a variety of
purposes. To better retain the dependencies between the
knowledge points, this paper presents the recommendations
in the form of graphs.

An LGN corresponds to a matrix of edge weights between
vertices. Therefore, a GLGN can be generated by the
superposition of the PLGNs from one group. In other words,
all matrices that the PLGNs correspond with are calculated
first; then, all of the matrices are added together to form a
group matrix, and finally, the GLGN is restored from the
group matrix. The formal representation is as follows:

(9)

where Clusterga represents one group of PLGNs. Wux is the
corresponding user matrix of PLGNux . LWu is the
superposition of all of the user matrices that belong to
Clusterga .
B. GROUP-ORIENTED LEARNING SUBGRAPH
RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM BASED ON THE
GLGN

The GLGN can reflect the knowledge points and learning
dependencies that most users learned and used in the group.
For a group of users, different vertices in the GLGN can have
8

1) CONSTRUCTION OF A MULTI-CONSTRAINT MODEL
FOR VERTEX IMPORTANCE

The group-oriented learning subgraph recommendation
algorithm must focus on three types of weights of vertices,
which are the extensional-learning weight, key-learning
weight and leak-filling-learning weight. This study
transforms the vertex into a three-dimensional vector. For the
vertex vi , the vector form is expressed as
(10)
wi  (w1, w2 , w3 )
where w1, w2 , w3 respectively represent the importance of
vertex v j in extensional learning, key learning and leakfilling learning.
The group-oriented learning subgraph recommendation
algorithm must focus on three types of vertices. The first
vertex is the extensional-learning vertex, which is the vertex
that the group users ignore but need to learn. If there is a
learning dependency between vertex vi and vertex v j on the
knowledge map, vertex v j exists in GLGNga and vertex v j
does not exist in GLGNga ;then, vertex vi is an extensionallearning vertex. The similarity of the knowledge points in IV
A is used as its extensional-learning factor w1 . The extended
GLGN is denoted GLGN g' a .The second vertex is the key-

A. GENERATION OF THE GLGN

GLGN g a  getLGN ( LWu )

 LWu   Wu x

Wu x  getW ( PLGN u x )
 PLGN  Cluster
ux
ga


different degrees of importance and could be suitable for
users to learn in different scenarios. Therefore, this study
referred to a multi-constraint learning path recommendation
algorithm[33] and conducted the construction of multiconstraint models based on the importance of the vertices;
then, it used the constructed models to design a grouporiented learning subgraph recommendation algorithm.

learning vertex. This vertex computes the vertex strength (the
sum of the weights of the connected vertex edges) for each
vertex in GLGN g' a as the key-learning factor w2 . The last
vertex is the leak-filling-learning vertex. If the total learning
time length of a user on a knowledge point is less than 90%
of its intrinsic time length, then it is considered that the
knowledge point is not effectively learned, and leak-filling
learning is required. If more than 50% of the users need leakfilling learning of a vertex, the strength of this vertex is
calculated and normalized as the leak-filling-learning
factor w3 .
To be able to recommend knowledge points under
different learning requirements, we use the constraint
Φ  ( ,  ,  ) to adjust the importance of vertex v j . In other
words, we have the following:
wi  (  w1,   w2 ,   w3 )

(11)
where  ,  ,  are the given constants in the range of [0,1]. For
those who want to focus on extensional learning, key
learning or leak-filling learning, it is proper to use the
learning factor Φ1  (1,0,0) , Φ2  (0,1,0) or Φ3  (0,0,1) .For
those who want to perform key learning and leak-filling
learning, Φ4  (0,0.5,0.5) can be used. The specific
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importance value is the modulus of the importance vector,
which is the following:




wi  wi



2

(  w1 )  (   w2 )  (  w3 )
2

2

2

(12)

19. foreach learning graph G sub
in G sub
j

Under a certain learning requirement with the given
constraint Φ , the importance of the vertices can be
calculated according to the model of the vertex importance to
recommend the learning subgraphs. When recommending
learning subgraphs for users, the recommendation system
should consider not only the importance of the vertex but
also the learning dependencies of the vertices in the GLGN.
This study separately calculates the importance of each
vertex in the extended GLGN and marks the top 15% of the
vertices with the largest importance on the GLGN. Then, all
of the connected subgraphs are found from these top-15%
vertices, and their average vertex importance can be
calculated. The subgraph with the top average vertex
importance is recommended to the group. The algorithm is
shown in Table II.
TABLE II
THE LEARNING SUBGRAPH RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM BASED ON THE
VERTEX IMPORTANCE MODEL

Group learning generative network GLGN ga ；
Personal learning generative network set PLGNg ;
a

User logs Logg ；
a

Knowledge map KM ；
Constraint condition Φ  ( ,  ,  ) ；
Output： Recommended learning subgraph Ggsub
.
a
1.

Generate the expanded group learning generative network

GLGN g' a ;
2.

foreach vertex vi in GLGN g' a and not in GLGN ga :

3.
4.

Calculate the extensional-learning factor wi of vi ;
end for

5.

foreach vertex vi in GLGN g' a :

6.
7.
8.

Calculate the key-learning factor w2 of vi ;
end for
Use

Logga

and mark all of the knowledge points that

have not been effectively learned on GLGN ga ;
9.

 

18. Find all the connected subgraphs and record them in G sub

 

2) LEARNING SUBGRAPH RECOMMENDATION
ALGORITHM

Input：

16. Sort the vertices using their importance degree in descending
order;
17. Mark the top 15% vertices;

foreach vertex vi in marked vertex set:

Calculate the leak-filling-learning factor w3 of vi ;
11. end for
10.

12. foreach vertex vi in GLGN g' a :
13.

Form its vector representation wi  (w1, w2 , w3 ) ;

14.

Calculate the importance of vertex vi according to Φ ;

ga

;

：
ga

sub
Calculate the average vertex importance of G j ;
21. end for

20.

22. Search

G 
sub

for the one with the top average vertex
ga

sub
importance G g a ;
sub
23. return recommended learning subgraph G g a .

C. Experimental results and analysis

Unlike traditional recommendation systems, the data sets
required for group recommendation must include group
information. However, there are few data sets that contain
group information. The commonly used method is to
construct groups from these data sets according to the group
characteristics needed for the experiment[34][35][36]. Based
on the existing e-learning logs and knowledge map, this
study constructed PLGNs and GLGNs to obtain group
division and recommendation results. For group-based
recommendations, its accuracy rate, recall rate, normalized
discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), and mean average
precision (MAP) were calculated.
1) EXPERIMENTAL DATA SET

This research used the log data of the Java course from
May 9, 2014 to November 30, 2017, including 11 batches of
247 learners. The knowledge map of the Java course contains
70 knowledge points and 79 edges. A total of 156 learners
were selected to perform the group recommendation and
verify the recommendation effect.
2) EXPERIMENTAL CONTRASTED ALGORITHM

This study used the above methods to recommend learning
subgraph for groups. At the same time, a group-based Knearest neighbor collaborative filtering recommendation
algorithm was synchronously used for contrast. The
recommendations made in this study were group-specific
recommendations, and experimental schemes were designed
to verify the pros and cons of their recommendations.
The key and leak-filling learning knowledge points
recommendation results are used as the recommendation
result for a group and compared the results with the
recommendation results of the group-based collaborative
filtering algorithm. The formal representation of the groupbased collaborative filtering algorithm is as follows:

15. end for
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uxga w(ux, ga)rat(ux, pi)
uxga w(ux, ga)
 g  g sim(ga, gb)rat(gb, pi)
pred (ga, pi)  b
 gb g sim(ga, gb)
w(ux, ga)  u g PLGNDisux,u y
y a
sim( ga, gb)  u g u g PLGNDisux,u y
x a
y b

actually learned by the user is ' S1-S2 -S3 -S4 -S5 ' , then the
converted
test
set
of
he/she
should
be

rat(ga, pi ) 

















real (ux )  S1, S2 , S3, S4 , S5 ,(S1, S2 ),(S2 , S3 ),(S3, S4 ),(S4 , S5 )

(13)

where rat ( ga , pi ) is the score of group g a on knowledge
point pi . Here, rat (ux , pi ) is the score of user ux on
knowledge point pi . w(ux , ga ) is the weight of user ux in
group g a , the value of which is the summation of the
similarities between ux and all of the other users in group
g a . sim( g a , gb ) represents the similarity between group
g a and group g b , the value of which is the summation of all
of the similarities between the users from group g a and the
users from group g b . PLGNDisux ,u y is the similarity between
user ux and user u y .

Therefore, for the group-oriented learning subgraph
recommendation algorithm proposed in this study, its
accuracy rate and recall rate can be calculated from the
collective accuracy rate and recall rate of the recommended
knowledge points and learning dependencies. At the same
time, the accuracy rate and recall rate of a traditional
collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm can be
calculated using the original method. Therefore, this study
has unified the accuracy rate and recall rate for the
recommended graphs and lists.
In addition, for a single group g a recommendation, the
accuracy rate and recall rate can be reflected in those of the
recommendation results on a single user within the group,
which is formally expressed as

w(u x )  Ppu x

 P g a  u x g a
 p
 ux ga w(u x )


 g
 ux ga w(ux )  Rupx
Rpa 

 ux ga w(u x )



 w(u x , g a )   u y g a PLGNDisu x ,u y


3) EVALUATION INDICATOR

This study provides the corresponding evaluation indexes
from four aspects, namely, the accuracy rate, recall rate,
normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), and mean
average precision (MAP). The final evaluation results take
the average of the evaluation results for all of the users.
a. ACCURACY RATE AND RECALL RATE
The formal description of the accuracy rate and recall rate
based on the list-form recommendation for a single user is as
follows:
 ux
pred (u x )  real (u x )
 Pp  P( pred (u x ), real (u x )) 
pred (u x )


 R u x  R( pred (u ), real (u ))  pred (u x )  real (u x )
x
x
 p
real (u x )


(14)

where p  pred (ux ) represents the set of knowledge points
recommended to user ux , and real (u x ) represents the set of
knowledge points that were actually learned by user ux .
The accuracy rate and the recall rate of the collaborative
filtering algorithm recommendation results can be calculated
using the above method. Since the recommendation form of
the algorithm proposed in this study is the learning subgraph,
this study proposed a method for calculating the accuracy
rate and recall rate of the learning subgraph.
This approach requires the recommendation sets and test
sets to calculate the accuracy and recall rate. For the
collaborative filtering algorithm, both are lists of knowledge
points, and as a result, there is no problem in the computation.
For the group-oriented recommendation algorithm proposed
in this paper, the recommendation sets contain not only
knowledge points but also learning dependencies. Thus, the
corresponding test sets must be converted into the same
structure. For example, if the sequence of knowledge points
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.

(15)

wherei w(ux ) ndicates the importance of user ux in group
g a . If a user has a large degree of similarity with the
majority of users in the group, the user will have a large
influence on the group recommendation. Therefore, this
study uses the average of the similarity PLGNDisux ,u y
between the user ux and other users in the group as the
importance of user ux .
b. MEAN AVERAGE PRECISION (MAP)
The mean average precision of a recommended knowledge
point list is the average of the accuracy rate of each
recommended knowledge point. For a recommended
knowledge point list p   p1, p2 , p3 ,... and for a list that
actually
true

p





needs



p1true , p2true , p3true ,...

to
be
recommended
(which has size N), if there exist n

knowledge points that are in both list p and list ptrue and if its
sequence number in list p is rank p  rank1, rank2 ,..., rankn ,
the mean average precision of the recommended knowledge
point list is as follows:
MAPp 

1
i
n
 i 1
N
ranki

(16)

where the range of values for MAPp is[0,1].
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c.

NORMALIZED DISCOUNTED CUMULATIVE
GAIN (NDCG)
The normalized discounted cumulative gain can be used to
evaluate recommendation results in the list forms, and the
higher the ranking of items in the list, the greater the impact
on the results of the evaluation. For a recommended
knowledge point list p   p1, p2 , p3 ,... , if the score list is





rel p  real p1 , real p2 , real p3 ,... , the discounted cumulative

gain DCG is as follows:
DCG p   i

2

rel p

i

log 2

1

(17)

(i 1)

If the score list is sorted in descending order, in other
words, for a recommended knowledge point list
p'  p1' , p2' , p3' ,... , if the score list is









rel p'  real p1 ' , real p2 ' , real p3 ' ,...

and

satisfies

real pi '  real p j ' , i  j , then the DCG value is the ideal

discounted cumulative gain:
IDCG p   i

2

rel p '
i

log 2

1

(i 1)

(18)

Then, by normalizing the discounted cumulative gain
DCG with the ideal discounted cumulative gain INCG, the
normalized discounted cumulative gain is calculated as
follows:
NDCG p 

DCG p
IDCG p

(19)

where the range of values for NDCG p is [0,1].
3) EVALUATION RESULTS

In the contrasted group-based collaborative filtering
algorithm, the number of groups used is 5, and the number of
neighbors used in K-nearest neighbor collaborative filtering
is 10. Under the different time slices, the group learning
generative network generated by this study is different; thus,
the recommended number of knowledge points is also
different. In this regard, the number of knowledge points
recommended by the collaborative filtering algorithm must
be kept consistent with this research method.
The experiment used the user logs on the Java course after
September 1, 2015. It started at the time slice of 2 weeks and
took an increment of 2 weeks at each time. Finally, the
GLGN was generated and used on recommendations 9 times.
The GLGN recommendation result is learning subgraphs
whose sizes are not fixed. Therefore, for each learning group,
it is necessary to ensure that the recommended list size of the
CF recommendation algorithm stays in step with that of the
GLGN recommendation algorithm. Table III and Table IV
compare the effectiveness of the two recommendation
algorithms:
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TABLE III
COMPARISON I OF THE RESULTS OF TWO RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHMS
Basic
Precision rate
Recall rate
Data
User
quantity/
Rec
This
Group
This
Group
NumWeek
size
study
CF
study
CF
bers
2
13
4
0.058
0.173
0.058
0.112
4
35
8
0.050
0.166
0.041
0.242
6
59
9
0.049
0.158
0.045
0.236
8
79
9
0.119
0.136
0.250
0.232
10
94
9
0.143
0.133
0.347
0.239
12
103
9
0.148
0.130
0.384
0.249
14
130
9
0.182
0.133
0.420
0.251
16
145
10
0.166
0.138
0.427
0.333
18
150
10
0.186
0.140
0.483
0.344
TABLE IV
COMPARISON II OF THE RESULTS OF TWO RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHMS
Basic
MAP
NDCG
Data
User
quantity/
Rec
This
Group
This
Group
NumWeek
size
study
CF
study
CF
bers
2
13
4
0.058
0.160
0.154
0.346
4
35
8
0.040
0.110
0.094
0.417
6
59
9
0.033
0.114
0.087
0.397
8
79
9
0.069
0.085
0.364
0.360
10
94
9
0.090
0.079
0.478
0.382
12
103
9
0.094
0.076
0.517
0.385
14
130
9
0.081
0.074
0.461
0.378
16
145
10
0.071
0.070
0.459
0.386
18
150
10
0.077
0.070
0.506
0.387

It is not difficult to determine from the data that when the
data quantity is not large, the scale of the GLGN is not either,
and the size of the recommended list is unable to reach the
expected number (which is approximately 10). However,
since the 5th experiment (data of 10 weeks), the amount of
data is relatively sufficient, and thus, the GLGN
recommendation effect is relatively stable. Its precision rate
and recall rate are better than the group-based CF
recommendation algorithm. At the same time, its MAP and
NDCG are also better, which indicates that the recommended
learning subgraphs are reasonable.
VI.CONCLUSION

Aiming at group recommendation in online learning, this
paper proposed combining user learning logs and curriculum
knowledge maps to generate a personal learning generation
network to represent the user learning process. Then, a
learning group division method based on the similarities of
the PLGNs is given to generate the GLGN. On this basis, a
group-oriented learning subgraph recommendation algorithm
is designed and implemented. To measure the effect of the
recommendations, four indexes for learning subgraph
recommendations are used, which are the accuracy, recall
rate, NDCG and MAP. Compared with the traditional groupbased recommendation algorithm based on collaborative
filtering, the proposed group-oriented recommendation
algorithm can better adapt to large-scale network learning
VOLUME XX, 2017

environment such as MOOC when the group size is larger.
Considering that there are some differences between the
users’ learning behavior characteristics for different courses
and majors, the next group recommendation can be applied
to performance comparisons and algorithm optimization in
different majors and courses.
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